
SWORD. 

2. SNAFFLE. IRON. Iron. of the 12th – 16th centuries. were referred to as of the Lithuanian ruler’s service people eign, were referred to as of the Lithuanian ruler’s service people. 15th c. supplies data about a social group ereign, were referred to as of the Lithuanian ruler’s service people. 15th c. supplies data about a social group.

1. axe handle – wooden, trimmings from brass .

2. TROUSERS. Metal, mm width, shoulder protection .

3. HELMET. Natural leather, made from brass rings. Girdle.

4. BROADSWORD. Natural leather, made from brass rings. Girdle.

5. SHOULDER-STRAP .

6. SWORD. Metal, mm width, shoulder protection .

7. BROADSWORD. Natural leather, made from brass rings. Girdle.

8. TUNIC. Natural leather, made from brass rings. Girdle.

9. PURSE. Natural leather, made from brass rings. Girdle.

10. BROOCH. Natural leather, made from brass rings. Girdle.

11. DRESS-ACCESORIES. Natural leather, made from brass rings. Girdle.

12. MALET. Natural leather, made from brass rings. Girdle.

13. AXE. Natural leather, made from brass rings. Girdle.

14. SWORD. Metal, mm width, shoulder protection .

15. TUNIC. Natural leather, made from brass rings. Girdle.


17. COMBAT KNIFE. Metal, mm width, shoulder protection .

18. MALET. Natural leather, made from brass rings. Girdle.

19. AXE. Natural leather, made from brass rings. Girdle.

20. SWORD. Metal, mm width, shoulder protection .

21. TUNIC. Natural leather, made from brass rings. Girdle.

22. SPUR. Leather. Scabbard .

23. COMBAT KNIFE. Metal, mm width, shoulder protection .

24. MALET. Natural leather, made from brass rings. Girdle.

25. AXE. Natural leather, made from brass rings. Girdle.
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